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About This Game

"This is the product of what would happen if the fast-paced and thunderbolt world of Super Mario Strikers met the charming and
intense world of Sensible Soccer. Sprinkle some unforgettable scenes from Shaolin Soccer and you have Kopanito All-Stars Soccer."

⚽️ Skill-based gameplay

What does skill-based mean? It means, that you need to learn the game's mechanic over time (like in real life football). You
need to work out your precision and reflexes to be a better player. Luck means little in Kopanito. The better player just wins and
there aren't footballer stats that can help you. You are the stats. Super-moves also are skill-based, the better you play, the more

of them you gain during a match. Some super-moves can neutralize opponent's super-moves.

It may not look serious, but we guarantee, that it is. Kopanito's match engine is well-balanced. Use slide tackle to intercept
passes or knock-down opponents (or even score a goal!). Pass the ball straight to your teammates (ground or air) or pass the ball
between opponents. Score goals using chip shots or by swerving the ball using slow-motion shots. There are various set pieces,

like corner kicks or throw-ins too, but no rules apart from that! Don’t forget, it is a fast-paced game - it might be funny and
cartoonish, but it’s not that easy. Try it yourself!

⚽️ Crush your opponent with a super-move

If you play well-enough, you will be awarded with a super-move. Then you can pull the ball using a super-strong magnet
(because why not) or teleport into a different spot on the field, activate a big windmaker to blow things out of your goal-line,
perform a super-shot that knockout opponents down on the path of the ball and freeze your opponents with the freeze super-
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move.

⚽️ Try it with your friends

There is support for up to 5 controllers (4 gamepads + keyboard). Try the game with your buddies in a friendly match in
various game modes – in any desired combination including 5 vs AI game or play in cooperation through a tournament. You can
create own tournaments (league, knockout or league + knockout). You decide about stadium, ball and number of teams. You are

the Boss here!

⚽️ Online multi-player

You can play with other players around the world in quick match modes: Duel (1 vs 1), Doubles (2 vs 2), Chaos (3 vs 3),
Complete (5 vs 5). The Create Party mode allows to customize an online match by choosing teams, stadium, decide of the match

duration and invite friends to play against. Neat feature is that local friends can participate in online modes too.

⚽️ AI won’t let you rest

Four different difficulty levels. The easiest one is a child's play, while the last one... you'll pull your hair out trying to beat the
game. Also, there’s a practice mode if you just want to learn basic moves.

⚽️ Many competitions and teams

Complete 17 tournaments and leagues in different parts of the world with regional national teams. A tournament consist of a
group stage and knockout stage. In a league we apply a round-robin system. Depending on the type of event, there can be 12, 16,

24 or more teams competing. You can choose from 100+ national teams (even the most exotic ones) from all over the world
and play on 7 stadiums.

⚽️ Goal replays and GIF generator

Your awesome goals and incredible actions can be converted to an animated GIF and shared with your friends on a different the
social media channels. See the collection of GIFs created by the community.

⚽️ Bringing back memories

Clear inspirations for the game were classics such as Nintendo World Cup (graphics, crazy super-moves), Sensible Soccer and
Kick Off (skill-based gameplay). We've spent countless hours on these games 20 years ago So why not to make something

similar today? Having a choice is a good thing.

⚽️ Kopanito on IndieDB ● Facebook ● Twitter ● YouTube ● Official Site
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Fun little game, reminds me of Hot Soccer from Sega.

Drawbacks -
* Player switching is abit weird sometimes, it's hard to switch to the player that you want. I feel like it just selects randomly.
* We should be able to create our own teams.
* Would be fun if we could upgrade player stats with points, etc.
* Sometimes when pressing on a key, it registers that certain action and you cannot change it, like when pressing the S key to
pass when you're getting a lobbed ball, we should be able to change our action. Something like how Fifa has implemented it..
multiplayer is dead. This is a well made product, it has quality,that\u00b4s why I voted positive, but have a few thing that
annoys me, and get me out of the game.I really want to like Kopanito, but no, I\u00b4m done with this crap. Normal and
professional difficulties are unfair:
- Controls doesn\u00b4t respond the way you need in that difficulty, very slow and random
- You pick random players, making impossible to control the ball properly under pressure, you will end up throwing the ball
away to nowhere.
- Enemy CPU is unfair, it can do things you can, apart from being perfect at chasing you down, they can pass the ball very
quickly even when you tackle them, you hit the enemy player, but he did the pass anyway. Only beginners is playable, other
difficulties seems to be unfair and lucky and not base skilled.
- Your team AI is stupid, they gathered together, in line, filling the center of the field, everyone trying to get the ball, I got the 3
of them running to the ball, leaving the others unmarked, while CPU is always marking you, making very difficult to have a
good or clear pass.
-Enemy goalkeeper is almost unbeatable at professional, he will catch the 90% of shoots, you have to be alone (which never
happens) so you can score. Otherwise, you will have to be a little lucky to do it
-Long pass is very difficult to control, resulting in random actions. The only useful thing aobut it, it\u00b4s trying to get a goal
long pass
At the end, you will end up running and tackle and shooting fast, because otherwise you will lose the ball.
Maybe you can cope with this, you can rebind controls, and adapt it to you, but even so....
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